
World Leaders Need To Look Into Fixing The
Emotional Health (EH) Of The World. EH Will
Ensure An Optimized Life.

Know and Harness the Difference Between Your

Brain and Mind.

Leaders like Musk and Bezos need to

focus on the most effective path to

optimizing the world. They need to

establish an Emotional Health Industry.

WASHINGTON, DC, USA, March 1, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Jeff Bezos and

Elon Musk need to look into fixing the

emotional health of the world. As long

as the brain/emotional health mess is

ignored, American/world society will remain as messed up as ever. 

As Biden and his team are not responding to the 4th R Foundation's messages, they are

The world is trapped in an

emotional health mess and

no one is addressing the

main cause of emotionally

challenged brains. This mess

can be solved by creating an

EH/brain education

industry.”

Sajid Khan

approaching other governments.

The 4th R Foundation's message to the government of

Qatar.

As our president, Sajid Khan, has met H. H. Sheikha Moza

and H. H. knows our innovations, please pass this message

on to H. H.'s staff.       

Society is a mess, and there is a need to change the

mindset. Every forum is calling for changing the mindset.

However, none are showing how to change the mindset.

The big hurdle for changing the mindset is that it is not clearly defined. How do you change

something that you do not even know what it is?

There is a different approach. Instead of trying to figure out what the mind is. The better way is

to figure out how to optimize the mind. The path to optimizing the mind that works is to define

the mind as the self-image. Simply because the mind, for all practical purposes, shows itself as

the self-image. Thus to know the mind, examine the self-image. To know the health of the mind,
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Our Education System Has Cutting Edge Mind

Education While Brain Education Is Under the radar

Screen.

Wisdom education is brain cleaning education.

know the health of the self-image. To

measure the mind, measure the self-

image. To heal the mind, heal the self-

image.

The path to changing the mindset is

simple, straightforward, precise, and

reachable. To change the mindset,

upgrade the self-image to the wisdom

level by optimizing/healing the self-

image. 

The brain projects the mind/self-image.

So it is the brain that needs

upgrading/healing. Thus changing the

mindset boils down to changing the

brainset. 

Mindfulness is a 55 billion dollar

industry. There is a need to start an

equally powerful BRAINFULNESS

INDUSTRY.

Every single sector is a mess as

emotional health is ignored.

Establishing an emotional health

industry will optimize society, create

millions of high-paying jobs, and

generate trillion-dollar revenue. The

switch to an emotionally healthy life

will be priceless. 

Whoever establishes an emotional

health and brain education industry

will become one of the greatest

trailblazers in history.

The 4th R Foundation's message to

Elon Musk.

Elon, you said you would also focus on

creating pure consciousness. Please

consider starting a



Wisdom/Brain/Emotional Health Industry. You have the passion and the means to optimize the

world. Please consider taking over all Wisdom 3.0 projects and make money, as well as helping

make the world emotionally super healthy. https://brainwizard.medium.com/wisdom-3-0-

b6e03324e64a

Biden can say the two words in the State of the Union address by appealing to the 'better angel,'

but it will not change anything. America and the world need to hear that Biden will create an

emotionally super healthy America.

Biden will appeal to minds, but what can the mind do when brains are trapped in tribalism?

What Biden needs to do is heal brains into becoming tribeless. 

It is a Mosesian task. Moses, the greatest leader ever, spent 40 years raising a new generation of

Israelites ready to behave like rulers. Moses could not change their mindset by giving speeches.

He knew that the brain had to be healed to change the mindset.

Biden will have to optimize his own and his team's knowledge means to optimize America. After

all, Biden has said that he will seek new advice from outside his team. It means he does not have

the answers needed, nor does his team. 

Wisdom needs to be injected into every program. Wisdom may be fuzzy, but wisdom is

generated by emotional health. Wisdom is emotional health. An emotionally healthy brain

generates emotional health. The whole world is a mess as brain education is not only ignored,

the brain is miseducated. 

Biden will need to create a whole new upbringing/brain/emotional health/wisdom industry to

create a new generation of a tribeless America. 

Humanity is trapped in emotional health disease. Humanity is jailed inthe emotional health

mess. Biden needs to convert the world into a wise world.

https://www.einpresswire.com/article/563636326/mayor-adams-please-consider-converting-

rikers-island-jail-into-a-wisdom-innovation-center

Sajid Khan, President

4th R Foundation
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